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Introduction 

History and literature have a close relationship to each other 

continually and they have benefit of each other. Many historic 

books, Compatible with writer's genius and ability have had 

benefit of literary facilities and literature essence. From on hand, 

historic events have been taken the issue, cause and motive of 
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creation of literary books, «Haft Peikar» is such a book that is 

result of coalition of history and literature. By analyzing and 

Studying the literary and historic aspects of it (Haft Peikar), it can 

be understood that «Nezami» consciously and for creating a 

situation in order to express his thoughts, has taken a coalition 

between history and literature. Actually, regarding to his 

responsibility and liability to his prophetic mission in poem and 

Poesy, he thinks that he can take advantage of this coalition. and 

conjunction, in direction of saying his idea and making an ideal 

world. 

Anarchy of Social conditions and court situation, having stress 

and worry about expressing tenets and religious beliefs, honesty 

in language, acrimony in advising language, stylistic 

characteristics and, are those factors that makes the author choose 

indirect language for expressing his ideas and thoughts. The 

necessity for electing an indirect way for expressing matters, is 

gaining and using special devices that a part of it is in Coalition 

with expressing style and elements applying circumstance and 

language units. when expressing history, «Nezami» tries to use 

language capacities and literary contrivances in the Service of 

language, and with coded, symbolic and romantic expressing, tries 

to infuse his beliefs and thoughts. 

So, in this book, the content contemporary moves on some faces. 

The importance of this characteristic appears better when the 

writer's new style in story writing is discovered. He uses 
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intertextuality, to make a kind of non-acquaintance in story 

writing style. The employment of language Capacities and 

diversity in applying language units in connection with text, leads 

to making an excellent unit - «Nezami» by expressing history or 

story, brings a second narrative with a common content. content 

abreast in superstructural narratives and visionary not only causes 

internal coherence and a deep coalition between content of two 

narratives, but also provides deeper understanding of content and 

hidden ideas in the book. Meantime words, are mysterious for 

discovering visionary narrative and circlets for Keeping alliance 

in second narrative. Regarding to a "word" as a constructional part 

of language, it plays an appointed role in making semantic 

capacities and it is a reflection of writer's thoughts. Word 

analyzing of the book is an effective way for understanding its 

capacities in semantic dimensions, and also a second narrative in 

deep structure. In this direction the writers, by analyzing of the 

level of words in the "Gonbad e siah" story, discover the role of 

choosing word and its applicating style in making deep structure 

tension and connotative denotations that leads to great second 

narrative of the «Adam» Story. The hidden delicacy in using 

words, shows that some of them, are codes to internal coalition 

with content and creating a narrative in parallel with story 

narrative. 

By coming word in rhetorical level, the language unit direction of 

distinction of second narrative, causes a semantic breadth. The 
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organic repetition of Key words creates reference ability to deep 

structural narrative throughout the text and their frequency blocks 

the reader's mind withdrawal from narrative. 

 

Research necessity, method and Purpose 

Content analyzing or constructional analyzing of the books is 

current method for analysing literary texts. The language layer 

analysis are those methods that we do it both constructional and 

content analysis coincidently. But the language sectional 

evaluation to discover capacities and word semantic intricacies for 

creating second narratives, is a discussion and debate that has been 

forgotten. That is an interpretation that the Poet regarding to his 

aptitude, can gain language capacities in words. level and by 

creating a tacit story increases his discourse effect and inspires his 

thoughts to the interlocutors. The research method of this study, 

is according to data that analytically, descriptively and with 

inductive method, with attribution to library resources have been 

prepared. The general goal is discovering semantic intricacies and 

language capacities in word sector of «7Peikar » And for second 

narrative. Now, at first, it is necessary to mention to an abridged 

form of story in order to better understanding the second narrative. 

 

Conclusion 

«Nezami» creates a new method in story writing by utilization 

symbolic expressing and for gaining thought inspire and indirect 
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education uses it. Being symbolic of a book, Prepares Various 

cases of comprehension and emits the book from one voice 

(sound). According to this, the writer expresses the story of 

«Adam» by choosing coded and symbolic expressing. The inter-

content community in the 2 stories is avoidance of greedy and 

ambition and non-partisan ship of bad conscience, that shows the 

writer's purposeful in selecting the story of <<Adam> as a second 

narrative that leads to a deeper reader's understanding and 

increases the reader's effectiveness. In fact, «Nezami» by making 

internal coalition and extension with the Holy Quran text gains 

benefit, he also by choosing a story with common internal content 

gains benefit from the effect of God's words in educating and 

spiring his thoughts to the interlocutors. Meantime, what is 

important in this kind of story making, is the role of "word" in 

creating « Adam» Story like or equal to «Gombad e siah » Story. 

The regular repetition and Frequency of words such as Adam 

«Behesht», «hour», «sib» (Adam, Paradise, beautiful woman, 

apple) and that increases the reference ability to second narrative, 

appears in the form of mystery. Some of the words like «Khak» 

(Soil) in rhetorical process, have an ability of Polysemous that in 

virtual meaning, come with superstructural coalition and in the 

second side in real meaning, in coalition with second story, is 

rhetoric and impression of creation of « Adam» from "soil". The 

words with a badge in making Coded denotations and conduction 

of the reader to deep structural case are so practical. For example, 
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the Word «Nagozir» that has a determinism concept in it in the 

text, makes coercive concept or meaning to accept celestial trust 

and dipping and landing of « Adam» on the earth in the mind of 

interlocutor. Word relationship and tension in collocate with other 

elements causes mystic distinction that gives us the second 

narrative of the Story. For example the selecting of the word 

«Movla» (مولا ) for character of the story, is a reflection of «Adam 

Glorification» that in tension with «beautiful ladies loving» has a 

meaning distinction, and echos the concept of «Adam's dignity» 

distinction. The thought out selecting of words, admixtures and 

descriptions for making these characters and story symbolic 

events are with characters and « Adam's » advantures and events 

in Eden. For example the descriptions of beautiful ladies, celestial 

ambrosias, and heaven gardens, according to evidences which 

have been mentioned in the article text is an echo of nymphets, 

endowments and heavenly gardens. 
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